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A new diagnostic method to identify the location and magnitude of external impact on a sandwich structure using

granular crystal sensors was studied. The granular crystal sensors are composed of one-dimensional chains of

spherical particles that are inserted in a thick core of the sandwich structure. Given an external impact, the embedded

sensors generate compact-supported, highly nonlinear solitary waves resulting from the dispersive and nonlinear

characteristics of granular crystals. In this study, the propagating mechanism of highly nonlinear solitary waves in

relation to various impact conditionswas investigated. Particularly, it was reported that the flight time andmagnitude

of solitary waves are highly sensitive to the location and amplitude of impact. By analyzingmeasured solitary waves,

the striker’s impact location and drop height was successfully predicted nondestructively. It was found that the

diagnostic results are in agreement with the numerical simulations obtained from a combined spectral element and

discrete element model. The findings in this study imply that the granular crystal sensors can form a new type of

impact monitoring system for a sandwich structure to achieve enhanced diagnostic accuracy and potentially to

improve sensors’ survivability under harsh mechanical and thermal environments.

Nomenclature

A = contact stiffness between spherical particles
c = speed of the Lamb wave propagating in the facesheet
di = distance between the impact location and the ith sensor

location
Es = elastic modulus of the spherical particle
F = contact force between neighbor particles
Fm = maximum dynamic force in the granular chain
F0 = precompression force applied to the granular chain
fr = normalized force ratio of the maximum dynamic force

to the precompression force
H = total height of the granular chain
m = mass of the spherical particle
N = number of particles in the granular chain
R = radius of the spherical particle
ti = time difference of arrival measured from the ith sensor

with respect to the impact moment
un = displacement of the nth spherical particles
νs = Poisson’s ratio of the spherical particle
xi, yi = coordinates of the ith sensor location
x0, y0 = coordinate of the impact point
ρs = density of the spherical particle

I. Introduction

S ANDWICH structures are widely used in aerospace applications
due to their high stiffness-to-weight ratio and noise- and heat-

shielding capabilities [1]. However, they are susceptible to unique
damage modes, such as permanent indentation, core crash, and
debonding between facesheet and core parts. These damage modes
are often caused by external impacts, including hail, bird impact, and
space debris [2]. Thus, it is of paramount importance to identify
external impact on sandwich structures in real time, whichwill in turn
reduce themaintenance cost and downtime of aerospace vehicles that
employ sandwich structures in their key structural components.
A significant amount of research has been conducted to investigate

impact identification schemes in simple metallic and composite plate
structures. Although various techniques have been proposed for
impact detection (e.g., time-reversal method [3,4]), one of the most
widely used approaches is a triangulation technique also known as
Tobias algorithm [5,6]. In this method, time of flight (TOF) of guided
waves, such as Lambwaves and surface acousticwaves, are extracted
from multiple surface-mounted sensors. In recent studies, real-time
structural health monitoring frameworks based on guided waves’
TOF have evolved by using various types of active and passive
sensors [7–9]. However, the Lamb-wave-based triangulation method
imposes critical limitations in anisotropic structures due to the
directional dependence of their dispersion relationship and the
resultant variations of wave speed as a function of wave propagation
directions. Similar consideration needs to be given for anisotropic
sandwich structures that exhibit highly heterogeneous nature ofwave
speed inmultiple directions. To overcome this limitation,Kunduet al.
have proposed a technique to detect the impact location in anisotropic
plates by minimizing an objective function based on least directional
TOF methods [10].
The accuracy of the conventional impact identification techniques

is significantly affected by the TOF measurements by acoustic
sensors [10,11]. Therefore, the reliability of impact diagnostics
remote from sensors tends to be lower than nearby impact events due
to the dispersion and attenuation of guided waves. Overall, the major
limitations of the triangulation technique based on the guided waves
acquired from acoustic sensors are
1) The information about impact magnitude is hard to extract due

to the dispersive nature of Lambwaves and their insensitivity towave
magnitude.
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2) It is difficult to determine precise arrival time of symmetric and
antisymmetric wave modes in practical situations due to low signal-
to-noise ratios.
3) Conventional ultrasound methods rely heavily on surface-

mounted sensors, which are not suitable for applications in harsh
conditions.
To a certain extent, the aforementioned limitations have been

addressed and overcome by recently proposed techniques. For
example, Guyomar et al. [11] employed a Poynting vector technique
for localizing acoustic source and estimating the impact energy based
on the energy outflow from the monitored region. Kundu et al. [12]
developed a source localization technique that does not require the
exact arrival time of guided waves by using multiple acoustic
emission sensors (i.e., six sensors for an anisotropic plate and four
sensors for an isotropic plate).
The Lamb-wave-based diagnostic schemes impose further

challenges when employed to detect impact events in sandwich
structures, especially for aerospace applications. This is due to the
complex architectures of sandwich structures, making it difficult to
predict and identify impact based on guided surface waves. Besides
geometrical complexity, harsh mechanical and thermal conditions
experienced by aerospace vehicles threaten the survivability of sensor
suites whenmounted on the outer surface of sandwich structures. High
aerodynamic and acoustic loads during atmospheric reentry and
cryogenic temperatures of fuel tanks are examples of such severe
environments. This can be partially overcome in sandwich panels by
placing acoustic sensors in between the facesheet and the corematerial
at the sacrifice of signals’ magnitude and thereby the accuracy of
source localization techniques. Though recent studies (e.g., Song et al.
[13,14] andMustapha et al. [3,4]) have successfully demonstrated the
potential of the Lamb wave-based method, accurate identification of
impact on sandwich structures remains extremely challenging.
In this study, we propose a new diagnostic technique based on

granular crystals embedded in sandwich structures. These granular
crystals are composed of one-dimensional chains of ordered spheres
under the Hertz contact law [15]. By leveraging the balance between
the nonlinear and dispersive properties, these granular crystals allow
the formation and propagation of compact-supported, nondistortive
highly nonlinear solitary waves [15,16]. In this study, we insert four
columns of granular crystals into selected locations of a thick-core
sandwich structure. Given external impact imposed on the top
facesheet, the surface mechanical waves are converted to packets of
solitary waves at the interface between the facesheet and the granular
crystal, which serve as information packets. We measure these
solitary waves at the base of the sandwich structure using an
embedded piezoelectric component and analyze them to calculate the
location and magnitude of external impacts. We refer to these
columns of particles as granular crystal sensors, considering their role
both as a mechanical wave converter from Lamb waves to solitary
waves and as a transducer that records the transmitted solitary waves
in the form of voltage signals.
The diagnostic method described in this manuscript leverages

unique physical properties of solitary waves, providing inherent
advantage over conventional schemes for structural health monitoring
of sandwich structures. First, solitary waves are nondistortive and
compact supported with remarkable robustness [15,16]. This is in
sharp contrast to linear elastic waves, such as Lamb waves, which are
susceptible towave distortion due to dispersion.Another uniquenature
of solitary waves is their controllable, slow propagation speed. The
speed of solitary waves is an order of magnitude smaller than
dilatational waves [15,16]. Such slow speed of solitary waves is
beneficial as a delay mechanism of diagnostic information carriers.
This can relax the requirement of highly accurate devices to measure
the arrival time of solitary waves [17]. Last, the solitary waves exhibit
high sensitivity to the material properties, geometry, and damage of
host structures adjacent to granular crystals [18–21]. Based on such
sensitivity, prototypes of granular crystal sensors have been designed
and tested for engineering applications [19,21,22]. Yang et al. have
studied the local interactions of solitary waves with simple rods and
thin plates, and assessed their mechanical properties nondestruc-
tively [18,20].

In the present study, we perform impact identification on a thick-
core aluminum sandwich structure using embedded granular crystal
sensors. The focus lies on the fundamental understanding of the
strong coupling between the guided Lamb waves in plates and the
highly nonlinear solitary waves in granular crystals. Systematic
experimental investigations are conducted to study the behavior of
transmitted solitary waves as a function of impact location and
magnitude.We also simulate numerically thewave interactions using
hybrid model combining spectral element model (SEM) and discrete
element model (DEM). As a result, we verify that embedded granular
crystal sensors are highly responsive to external impact conditions.
Based on the measured solitary waves, impact location and
magnitude are determined using minimization of an objective
function derived from Fermat’s principle.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II describes the

experimental setup for a sandwich structure embedded with granular
crystal sensors. Section III introduces an integrated model of
SEM and DEM to simulate the transformations of Lamb waves to
solitary waves. In Sec. IV, we assess the effect of the following
three parameters on the formation of diagnostic solitary waves:
1) precompression applied to granular crystal sensors, 2) location of
external impact, and 3) magnitude of impact represented by different
drop heights of a striker. Section V discusses the results of predicted
location and magnitude of impact in comparison with experimental
and numerical results. Section VI concludes the manuscript
discussing the advantage and potential applications of the solitary
wave-based diagnostic method.

II. Experimental Setup

The schematic view of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1a. A
152-mm-thick sandwich structure of size 610 × 610 mm2 is fabricated
by laminating two aluminum facesheets to a soft polyurethane core.
We employ such a thick corematerial in this study to host prototypes of
granular crystal sensors. The thicknesses of the top and bottom
aluminum plate are 1.58 and 3.18 mm, respectively. We use a thicker

a)

b)

u0
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un

un+1

Kapton tape

PZT

aluminum plate

aluminum
enclosure

bottom plate

electrical wire
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un+1

uN

u1

ubot

uPZT

uN+1
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup. a) Schematic diagram with the inset of a
digital image; b) Granular crystal sensor.
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facesheet at the bottom to provide a firm support against embedded
granular crystal sensors. The aluminum plates (McMaster-Carr, Alloy
6013) have a Young’s modulus of 69 GPa, Poisson’s ratio of 0.33, and
density of 2700 kg∕m3. The firmness and density of polyurethane
foam (McMaster-Carr) are 413 kPa and 44.9 kg∕m3, respectively. The
edges of the sandwich structure are placed on rigid supporting slabs to
ensure a simply supported boundary condition.
In the core of the sandwich structure, four holes are drilled at the

corners of the square (304.8 × 304.8 mm) with its center identical to
that of the plate. In each hole, we insert a granular crystal sensor
consisting of 15 chrome steel balls (diameter 9.52� 0.05 mm). The
nominal values of Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and density of
the chrome steel sphere are 210 GPa, 0.28, and 7780 kg∕m3,
respectively. The chrome steel spheres are cut into two identical
halves and embedded at the top and bottom of the granular chain to
form surface contact between the aluminum plate and the granular
crystal sensors (Fig. 1b). These granular particles are contained in a
hollow aluminum shaft with a 9.55 mm inner diameter and a 1 mm
thickness. The length of the enclosure is slightly shorter than the
height of the granular chain.
The top surface of the polyurethane core is trimmed using an

electricallyheatedwire cutter such that its surface is uniformand plane.
We assemble the composite sandwich structure by attaching facesheets
to the core using high-strength epoxy. During its curing process at
room temperature, we apply uniform static load on the top surface of
the facesheet to compress the foammoderately, which ensures uniform
bonding between the facesheets and the core. After curing, we remove
the static load. Because of the residual stresses, the foam pulls the
facesheet towards its center plane. As a result, the granular columns
take the static compressive loads from the plates directly without
interfering with the aluminum enclosure. We will briefly describe the
procedure of evaluating this static precompression in the next section.
To measure transmitted waves in the granular crystal sensors, we

position nickel-plated piezoelectric ceramic discs (PZT-840, APC
international, 9.52 mm diameter and 0.5 mm thickness) between the
plate and the planar surface of the half-cut bead (see the inset in
Fig. 1b). The upper side of the piezoelectric disc (half-bead side) is
connected to an electrical wire for data acquisition, whereas the other
side is bonded to the plate to serve as a common ground. To prevent
electrical short circuits, the top surface of the piezoelectric disc is
insulated with an ultra-thin polyamide tape (Kapton tape, McMaster-
Carr) and glued to the neighboring components using epoxy. The
piezoelectric discs are installed on the top and bottom of each
granular crystal sensor. The total weight of the granular crystal sensor
is 68.7 g, including the granular particles, piezoelectric discs, and the
aluminum enclosure. Given the experimental setup in this study, the
total weight of the four sensors takes up about 3.8% of the whole
sandwich structure’sweight. By introducing a lightweightmaterial to
the granular crystal sensor, we envision that theweight penalty can be
further reduced.
To assess the responsiveness of the granular crystal sensor, we

systematically vary the impact location and magnitude by using a
spherical striker. We use a silicon nitride sphere (McMaster-Carr,
diameter 9.52� 0.05 mm) as a striker, whose modulus of elasticity
and Poisson’s ratio are 120 GPa and 0.3. The weight of the striker is
1.8 g. The striker is released from a mechanical platform with biaxial
sliders to allow accurate control of impact location and magnitude.
The image of experimental setup describing the sandwich structure
and the striker impact apparatus is shown in the inset of Fig. 1a. In this
study,we first vary the location of impact along the diagonal direction
of the facesheet from the center of the plate to the total distance of
21.5 cm. The increment of distance is 2.69 cm, and we keep the drop
height identical to 24 cm. We then change the drop height from 12 to
52 cm with increments of 4 cm, while the impact position remains
at the center of the plate. In each test, the transient signals from the
top and bottom of the granular crystal sensors are acquired
simultaneously from all four sensor locations. We use two synchro-
nized oscilloscopes (Tektronix TDS 2014). The sampling frequency is
1 MHz, and the total length of temporal data acquisition is 2.5 ms. All
the tests are repeated three times for reproducibility of results, and the
acquired signals are transmitted and processed in Matlab.

III. Numerical Techniques

For numerical investigation, we employ the SEM to simulate the
wave propagation in thin aluminum facesheets, whilewe use theDEM
to calculate the responses of solitary waves in granular crystals.
Previous studies have shown that SEM is highly efficient in modeling
wave propagation in thin plates due to its reduced computation time
and numerical dispersive errors compared to the classical finite
element method [23,24]. In this study, we use 256 (16 × 16) elements
for the top and bottom facesheets, where each element contains
5 × 5 × 3 nodes in strategic positions based on Gauss–Labatto–
Legendre points [23]. The technical details of the SEM and the
verifications of its efficacy for coupled linear and nonlinear systems
can be found in [20,23,24].
In the sandwich structure specimen, the aluminumplates are coupled

with granular crystal sensors at the contact interfaces. The transforma-
tion ofLambwaves tononlinearwaves at these interfaces ismodeledby
DEM. In this model, the interaction between spheres is modeled by
point masses connected by springs, as shown in the rightmost
illustration in Fig. 1b. The springs simulate nonlinear mechanical
contact between neighboring particles under theHertz contact law [25].
Herein, the equation of motion for the nth particle is given as

m �un � A�un−1 − un�3∕2� − A�un − un�1�3∕2� ; n ∈ f1; : : : ::; Ng

A � Es
�����
2R
p

3�1−v2s �

(1)

Here,m is the mass of the spherical particle in the chain, and un is the
coordinate of the nth particle’s center from its uncompressed position.
The contact stiffness A is governed by Es, νs, and R, which denote the
elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and radius of the bead, respectively.
Note that thegranular chaindoes not support tensile strength, andonly a
positive value of relative displacement is accounted for, as denoted by
(�) sign after the parenthesis [i.e., �a�� � max�a; 0�].
When n � 1 or n � N (N � 15 in this study), we need to have

information about u0 and uN�1 according to Eq. (1). These boundary
values represent the displacements of the half-beads at the top and
bottom interfaces, respectively (see Fig. 1b). In this study, these
displacements at the boundaries are assumed to be identical to the
displacements of the piezoelectric disc and the nodal points in the
plates (i.e., uN�1 � uPZT � ubot in the case of the bottom interface;
see the inset of Fig. 1b). This is plausible considering high stiffness
values at the planar interfaces among the flat components compared
to that between spheres under the Hertzian contact.
Although the displacements of granular particles are given by

DEM, the nodal displacements of the plates at these interfaces (i.e.,
utop× and ubot) are obtained from the SEM as described at the
beginning of the section. Through this interfacial connection,
therefore, we account for the coupled interactions between the linear
elastic plates and the nonlinear granular chains. In this study, both
SEMandDEMare implemented inMatlab and solved by an in-house
algorithm of integrated Runga Kutta and Newmark methods [26].
An exemplary snapshot of the simulation result is shown in Fig. 2,

illustrating the wave field at the instance of 0.473 ms with respect to
the impactmoment.A striker is dropped froma height of 0.24mat the
center of the plate. Because of impact on the facesheet, guided waves
are excited on the plate, originating from the impact point. The plate
is coupled with the granular chain sensors, and as a result, the guided
waves in the facesheet are transformed into the solitary waves inside
the chain (see the highlight of granular particles in Fig. 2 that
represent propagating solitary waves in granular crystals). This
coupling mechanism will be further discussed in the next section.

IV. Results and Discussion on Parametric Studies

In this section, we discuss the experimental investigation of solitary
waves givendifferent boundary and loading conditions imposed on the
sandwich structure. In particular, we assess the effects of the following
three parameters: 1) precompression applied to granular crystal
sensors, 2) location of external impact, and 3) magnitude of impact
represented by different drop heights of a striker.
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A. Effect of Precompression

We begin with assessing the effect of precompression applied to
granular crystal sensors on the characteristics of nonlinear waves.
According to Nesterenko’s pioneering studies, the types of elastic
waves in a one-dimensional granular crystal depend essentially on
the ratio of maximum transmitted forceFm to the precompressionF0

[15,16]. If the applied precompressive force is much smaller than the
transmitted contact force (F0 ≪ Fm), highly nonlinear solitary
waves are formed and propagated in the granular chain. If the
precompression is in the range of the transmitted force, we observe
weakly nonlinear waves, which are close to the solution of the
classical Korteweg–de Vries equation [15]. For the transmitted force
much smaller than the static precompression (Fm ≪ F0), we can
linearize the dynamics of the granular chain such that it supports the
propagation of linear dispersive waves [27].
Mathematically, the speed of the solitary waves Vs has a nonlinear

dependence on the normalized force fr � Fm∕F0 in a discrete chain
of beads of radius R, density ρs, Poisson’s ratio νs, and Young’s
modulus Es [15]:

Vs � 0.9314

�
E2
sF0

R2ρ3s�1− ν2s�2
�
1∕6 1

�f2∕3r − 1�

�
4

15
�3� 2f5∕3r − 5f2∕3r �

�
1∕2

(2)

Note that, according to Eq. (2), the speed of elastic waves (i.e.,
extremely small-magnitude waves) vanishes when F0 � 0. This is
why Nesterenko referred to an uncompressed granular chain as sonic
vacuum [15]. When the applied precompressive force and dynamic
contact force in chain are equivalent (i.e., fr � 1), the speed of elastic
wave in chain is given by

c0 � 0.9314

�
Es

Rρ3∕2s �1 − ν2s�

�
1∕3
F
1∕6
0 (3)

In the limit that fr ≫ 1, the monatomic granular chain forms and
propagates solitary waves whose velocity is expressed as [15]

Vs � 0.6802

�
Es

Rρ3∕2s �1 − ν2s�

�
1∕3
F1∕6
m (4)

Figure 3 shows an exemplary signal of nonlinear waves obtained
from the piezoelectric disc placed at the bottomof the granular crystal
sensor 1 when a striker is dropped exactly on the top of the sensor
position from a 0.24 m height. The raw and processed data hereafter
are based on themeasurements from the granular crystal sensor 1 (see
Fig. 1a for the sensor notation). The empirical force profile in Fig. 3 is
converted from the voltage signal acquired from the piezoelectric
disc. The conversion factor from voltage to force is determined
empirically by matching the experimental signals (gray curve in
Fig. 3) with the numerical results (black curve) from the combined
DEM and SEM method (14.5 N∕V in this study). This empirical
result is cross-checked with a commercial force sensor using ball
drop testing in order to ensure the accuracy of the conversion factor.
In Fig. 3, we evidently observe the compact-supported form of
solitary waves propagated through the granular chain. However, we
also find oscillatory tails of solitary waves, which are characteristics

of weakly nonlinear waves caused by the precompressive force
applied to the granular chain [15,27,28].
To find the precompression applied to the granular crystal sensor

in the process of fabricating the sandwich structure, we use the
relationship between solitary wave speed and the static precompres-
sion. We first investigate numerically the variations of nonlinear wave
speedwith respect to applied precompression, given the central impact
of a ceramic bead from a drop height of 0.24 m. As a result, the
numerical values based on the integrated SEM and DEM scheme are
shown inFig. 4 in square dots.Overall,we observe the increasing trend
of solitary wave speed as the higher precompression is imposed. Such
dependence of wave speed on force is a unique property of nonlinear
waves in sharp contrast to conventional linear elastic waves. The
analytical result from Eq. (2) is overlaid on Fig. 4 in a gray solid curve,
and shows satisfactory agreement with the numerical results.
In experiment, we find the solitary wave speed is 344 m∕s (pointed

in a black star symbol in Fig. 4, measured at sensor 1) based onTOFof
nonlinear waves measured between the top and bottom piezoelectric
discs in the granular chain. According to the relationship in Fig. 4, this
wave velocity corresponds to the static precompression of 3.7 N.
Likewise, static precompression of each granular crystal sensor can be
obtained empirically.Weuse these static precompressionvalues for the
numerical simulations conducted in this study.

B. Effect of Impact Location

The behavior of nonlinear waves propagated in the granular crystal
sensors depends on the location of the impact. Figure 5a shows the
transient waves acquired from the top (black curve) and bottom (gray
curve) piezoelectric discs of a granular crystal sensor 1 upon impact
on the center of the plate. Note that the top piezoelectric disc
measures the propagating waves, predominantly Lamb waves, in the

Fig. 2 Numerical simulations of wave propagation in the combined
facesheets and granular chains.

Fig. 3 Experimental (gray) and numerical (black) signals of solitary
wave in the granular chain.

Fig. 4 Numerical simulations and analytical prediction of nonlinear
wave speed with respect to applied precompression.
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top plate, whereas the bottom piezoelectric disc records the waves
transmitted through the granular crystal sensor that are most likely
nonlinear waves due to strong striker impact. Figure 5b shows the
numerical signals of the Lamb and the solitary waves.
We validate that the elastic waves in the facesheet are Lamb waves

by examining the dispersion properties of thewaves. We find that the
maximum frequency content of the elastic waves in Fig. 5a (black
curve) is positioned at 3.0 kHz according to the Fourier transform of
raw temporal signals. Thereby, the product of this frequency and the
thickness of the plate is 4.7 kHz · mm. Based on the theoretical
dispersion curve of Lamb waves [9], this frequency–thickness
product corresponds to the group velocity of 990 m∕s. To validate
this, we measure the characteristic group velocity of Lamb waves
experimentally. As a result, we obtain the empirical value of group
velocity around 980 m∕s, which is in close agreement with the
theoretical prediction based on the dispersion relationship. Thus, we
identify the elastic waves on the facesheet as Lamb waves.
We find that the experimental andnumerical profiles ofLambwaves

show noticeable discrepancies (compare black curves in Figs. 5a and
5b). This is attributed to the highly complicated behavior of Lamb
waves in a complex architecture of sandwich structures, thereby
making it difficult to simulate their dispersion, reflection, and
superposition behavior. Nonetheless, the solitary wave profiles show
satisfactory agreement between the experimental and numerical
results. This is because the granular crystal sensors convert Lamb
waves to highly robust solitary waves, filtering out high-frequency
components and transmitting only compact-supported wave envelops.
Figure 6 shows the variation of maximum force of the Lamb

(squaremarker) and nonlinear (circularmarker)waveswith respect to
the diagonal impact location. Here, discrete points with error bars
represent experimental results whereas solid curves denote numerical
simulation results. The barely visible error bars obtained from the
standard deviations of measurements imply the robustness of the
granular crystal-based sensing scheme. The maximum forces are
extracted from the entire domain of signals within the limit of wave
reflection from the plate boundaries. We find that both the Lamb
waves and solitary waves show gradual decrease of their force
magnitude as impact location becomes farther away from the sensor
location. In general, themaximum forcemagnitude of Lambwaves is
larger than that of solitary waves. This is due to the dissipation losses
of transmitted waves through the granular crystal chains.
Now we present in Fig. 7 the measured time difference of arrival

(TDOA) of Lamb waves (square marker) and nonlinear waves
(circular marker) as a function of impact location. Corresponding
numerical results are represented by smooth curves. Here, TDOA
values of Lamb waves are calculated with respect to the first arriving
signalsmeasured by the top piezoelectric disc when impact is applied
on the sensor location. Similarly, TDOAvalues of solitary waves are
obtained by using the first arriving solitary waves, measured at the
bottom of the sensor, as the reference point in the case that the impact
is applied on the sensor spot. As the impact moves away from the

sensor location toward the center of the plate, the TDOA of nonlinear
wave increases with higher slope compared to Lamb waves. This is
because the slopes of TDOA curves indicate the inverse of the wave
speed. The interesting point to note is the speed of nonlinear wave is
approximately three times smaller than Lamb waves, thereby
showing the performance of granular chains as a mechanical delay
line of signals. This implies that the granular crystal disintegrates
Lamb waves and converts them into compact-supported solitary
waves, making it easier to identify wave peak amplitude and arrival
time. It is also worth noting that the slope of the Lamb waves’ TDOA
curve is straight, whereas that of the solitary waves is noticeably
curved. This is because of the dependence of solitary wave speed on

Fig. 5 Transient signals from the sensor number 1 based on a) Experiments and b) Numerical simulations.

Fig. 6 Force magnitude of Lamb and solitary waves as a function of
sensing distance.

Fig. 7 TDOA of Lamb and solitary waves as a function of sensing

distance.
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the wave amplitude as expressed in Eq. (4), whereas the linear elastic
waves do not exhibit magnitude-dependent characteristics.
The TDOA values of nonlinear waves are in agreement between

experimental and numerical results, but the results of the Lambwaves
show some discrepancies. The possible reason is that the attenuation
of Lamb waves in the sandwich structure has not been accounted for
in the coupled SEM and DEM analysis. Another reason is that, as
noted previously, the precise determination of experimental time of
flight of Lamb waves is difficult in the presence of noise, unlike
numerically simulated signals.

C. Effect of Impact Magnitude

In this section, the influenceof impactmagnitude on the propagation
of Lambwaves and solitary waves is investigated. To simulate various
impact magnitudes, we drop a striker at the center of the plate from a
drop height of 12 to 52 cmwith an increment of 4 cm. Thevariations in
the force magnitude of Lamb (square mark) and nonlinear (circular
mark)waves are shown inFig. 8. It is notable that the increasingpattern
of measured force is almost linear as drop height increases. We also
find that the slope of the Lambwaves (i.e., top sensor signal) is slightly
larger than that of the nonlinear waves (i.e., bottom sensor signal). We
numerically simulate the effect of impact magnitude on the formation
of Lamb (solid black line) and solitary (solid gray line) waves and find
close agreement with the experiments.

V. Results and Discussion on Impact Identification

The impact identification is performed based on the temporal
solitary waves acquired from the granular crystal sensors. The
algorithm to determine the impact location in the plate is based on
Fermat’s principle [5,10,12]. The principle states that the path taken
between two points by an optical or acoustic wave is the path
traversed in the least time. Accordingly, we let the time of impact on
the plate be tc and time taken bywaves to traverse to the ith sensors be
tic. Therefore, the time difference between the point of impact and the
first time of arrival of the nonlinear wave signal is ti � tic − tc. Let
the coordinate of three known sensors be �x1;y1�, �x2;y2�, and �x3;y3�,

and the location of impact to be determined to be �x0;y0�. The
distances from the impact location to three sensors are d1, d2, and d3,
and the speed of the Lamb wave is c.
In practical situations, the time of impact is not known. Therefore,

we measure TDOA, which is the relative time difference between the
two sensors defined as tij � ti − tj. Note that this TDOA accounts
for the travel time difference of not only Lamb waves in the plate, but
also the solitary waves in granular crystal sensors. Thus, the TDOA
values of a solitary wave between two sensors are expressed as

t12 �
d1 − d2
c
� H

Vs;1
−
H

Vs;2

�
������������������������������������������������
�x1 − x0�2 � �y1 − y0�2

p
−

������������������������������������������������
�x2 − x0�2 � �y2 − y0�2

p
c

� H

Vs;1�x0; y0�
−

H

Vs;2�x0; y0�
(5a)

t23 �
d2 − d3
c
� H

Vs;2
−
H

Vs;3

�
������������������������������������������������
�x2 − x0�2 � �y2 − y0�2

p
−

������������������������������������������������
�x3 − x0�2 � �y3 − y0�2

p
c

� H

Vs;2�x0; y0�
−

H

Vs;3�x0; y0�
(5b)

t31 �
d3 − d1
c
� H

Vs;3
−
H

Vs;1

�
������������������������������������������������
�x3 − x0�2 � �y3 − y0�2

p
−

������������������������������������������������
�x1 − x0�2 � �y1 − y0�2

p
c

� H

Vs;3�x0; y0�
−

H

Vs;1�x0; y0�
(5c)

Here,H indicates the total height of the granular chain, andVs;i is the
solitary wave speed of the ith granular crystal sensor. Note that the
solitary wave speed is a function of the impact location, because it
depends on the magnitude ratio of the dynamic force to the static
precompression [see Eq. (2)]. The static precompression has already
been determined empirically for each granular crystal sensor, as
explained in Sec. IV.A. In Sec. IV.B, we demonstrated that the speed
of the solitary waves increases as the location of the striker impact
becomes closer to the granular crystal sensor location (see Fig. 7).
Such information is fed into Eq. (5) to estimate the impact location
with high accuracy.
The next step is that we define an error function as the sum of the

square of the residue of the time ratios between two neighboring
sensors, as suggested by Kundu et al. [10,12]. To account for the
unique geometry of the sensor-embedded sandwich plate in this
study, we have modified the original error function in [10] as

E�x0;y0� �
�� ������������������������������������������������

�x1 − x0�2 � �y1 − y0�2
p

−
������������������������������������������������
�x2 − x0�2 � �y2 − y0�2

p
� cH∕Vs;1�x0; y0� � cH∕Vs;2�x0; y0�������������������������������������������������

�x2 − x0�2 � �y2 − y0�2
p

−
������������������������������������������������
�x3 − x0�2 � �y3 − y0�2

p
� cH∕Vs;2�x0; y0� � cH∕Vs;3�x0; y0�

�
−
t12
t23

�2

�
�� ������������������������������������������������

�x2 − x0�2 � �y2 − y0�2
p

−
������������������������������������������������
�x3 − x0�2 � �y3 − y0�2

p
� cH∕Vs;2�x0; y0� � cH∕Vs;3�x0; y0�������������������������������������������������

�x3 − x0�2 � �y3 − y0�2
p

−
������������������������������������������������
�x1 − x0�2 � �y1 − y0�2

p
� cH∕Vs;3�x0; y0� � cH∕Vs;1�x0; y0�

�
−
t23
t31

�2

�
�� ������������������������������������������������

�x3 − x0�2 � �y3 − y0�2
p

−
������������������������������������������������
�x1 − x0�2 � �y1 − y0�2

p
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p
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(6)

Fig. 8 Force magnitude of Lamb and solitary waves as a function of
striker drop height.
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Note that this error function is based on the signals from the three
sensors, excluding one sensor signal that shows the least amplitude of
measured force (i.e., sensors 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 1a, which are close to
the designated impact locations in this study). This is to enhance the
accuracy of the triangulation scheme. For the sake of simplicity, we
use only three selected sensors, but the error function in Eq. (6) can be
further modified to handle a greater number of sensors as discussed
in [10,12].
In Eq. (6), the impact location (x0, y0) on the plate is determined by

minimizing the error function in the entire spatial domain. In this
study, we evaluate the error function in the two-dimensional
coordinate of the plate at an interval of 0.5 mm. In each presumed
coordinate, the distance of impact from each sensor is first
determined as represented by the square root terms in Eq. (6). Given
the distance between the impact location and three sensors, the
corresponding speed of solitary wave is obtained based on the results
of the parametric studies in Sec. IV. Using these solitarywave speeds,
we calculate the rest of delay terms in Eq. (6).
Figure 9 shows the comparison of experimental and predicted

locations of impact evaluated using the TDOA of solitary waves. The
diagnostic information of impact location is also listed in Table 1
along with the actual impact location data. We find satisfactory
agreement between the experimental and diagnostic locations of
impact.
Now we attempt to predict the drop height of the striker on the

plate. This is achieved by analyzing the magnitude of solitary waves.
As discussed in Sec. IV, solitary wave amplitude is affected by both
the distance and drop height of a striker. Figure 10 depicts the
empirical results of solitary wave magnitude (z axis) as a function of
the diagonal distance of impact from center (x axis) and the drop
height of the striker (y axis). In this surface map, the location of drop
height is varied along the diagonal direction from a sensor position to
the center of the plate with an interval of 2.6 cm. The drop height is
changed from 8 to 36 cmwith an increment of 4 cm. The surface plot
is based on the interpolated results using a cubic interpolation
function. According to this surface plot, we can calculate the drop
height of a striker, given the measured solitary wave’s magnitude and
the impact location obtained by the triangulation technique. The

diagnostic results of drop height prediction are summarized inTable 1
along with the predicted results of impact location. We find that
predicted results are in agreement with the actual impact condition in
experiments.

VI. Conclusions

In this study, a new technique for impact identification was
demonstrated based on granular crystal sensors embedded in a
sandwich structure. These granular crystal sensors generate highly
nonlinear solitary waves, when a striker impact is applied on the
surface of the sandwich structure. The propagating mechanism of
highly nonlinear solitary waves in granular crystals was investigated
under various impact conditions. Specifically, the effect of impact
location and magnitude on the extracted features of solitary waves,
such as their arrival time and force amplitude, was studied. It was
found that the solitary waves transmitted through granular crystals
exhibit highly robust shapes, showing sharp contrast to complex
Lamb waves measured from the surface of the sandwich structure.
This is because solitary waves are intrinsically stable and
nondistortive, unlike conventional guided waves that are susceptible
to dispersion, reflection, and superposition mechanisms.
Propagation of Lamb waves and nonlinear waves in a sandwich

structure was simulated using an integrated numerical scheme of
SEM andDEM. The location and amplitude of external impact based
on the solitary waves acquired from granular crystal sensors was also
predicted. Specifically, the least-squares minimization of objective
function in terms of solitary waves’ TDOA (time delay of arrival)
values was conducted to identify impact location. As a result, it was
found that the solitary wave-based diagnostic scheme successfully
identifies the location and magnitude of impact to a satisfactory
precision.
By leveraging the unique properties of highly nonlinear solitary

waves, granular crystal sensors can be used as a structural health
monitoring device for impact identification in sandwich structures.
The granular crystal sensors embedded in the core of sandwich
structures provide the robustness of diagnostic signals and potentially
enhance the survivability of sensors under harsh mechanical and

Fig. 9 Experimental (square) and predicted (circular) locations of
impact.
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Fig. 10 Surface plot of force with respect to impact location and striker
drop height.

Table 1 Predicted location and drop height of impact

Exact location, mm Predicted location, mm

x0 y0 x0 y0 Exact drop height, mm Predicted drop height, mm

305 419 299� 5 426� 7 260 251� 1
324 273 323� 1 269� 4 290 283� 6
305 152 307� 1 157� 5 340 333� 4
305 457 302� 2 465� 1 350 342� 2
152 305 157� 6 310� 5 370 359� 2
457 305 455� 8 307� 1 280 206� 3
305 305 307� 3 307� 5 250 243� 2
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thermal environments. Thus, the solitary wave-supporting granular
crystal sensors can form an efficient structural health monitoring
framework, especially for aerospace applications.
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